

**SPECIAL!**

Dorm profiles are back by popular demand! Find out which dorm has the most dorm damages and other anecdotes for them on pages 6-11.

**SPORTS**

Field hockey notched its first victory of the 2004 campaign. Check out the rest of the exciting Carrol sports actions on pages 13-14.

---

**Harkness Dining Hall to Close in January**

**By Thomas Milton**

The Student Government Association (SGA) announced one of the biggest changes to come to the college and campus: Plans are underway to close Harkness Dining Hall in January and move lunch services to Smith. (Greenman)

Students of color and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBTQ) students often experience a culture shock in postcolonial literature and critical theory. He Hay and provide perfect sweater weather during care...

**A&E**

Get the inside scoop on sets and halls of WCN, Conn’s very own student-run alternative radio station (page 4).
Do you care about anything? "Voice" your opinions write a letter to the Editor and send to: cvvoice@conncoll.edu

Editorial & Opinion

Show Spirit: Don't snub Camelympics

Today parallels of students will be marching into Harris, led by their respective dorm flag-bearers. It would be heartbreaking to think that every student on campus was among this event, instilled with an unbreakable sense of school spirit. Yet you will still find these oblivious dignities, all snug in their own worlds. Ironically, Camelympics is the epitome of Conn’s broken spirit.

The original intent behind Camelympics was to provide a welcome alternative to students besides drinking and to promote a sense of community within each dorm. Over the years, however, Camelympics has come to override this purpose, as students either fall off the wagon or, as they increasingly arrive to events intoxicated.

Clearly, these students are not tenants of dormant pride; they are appearing to win while drunk.

Perhaps students feel that Camelympics is a juvenile event, in which they would never dare participate because of their sacred colleges. These are the same students, nevertheless, that partake in the drinking games you see at a high school house parties. Indeed, these games are no less juvenile than any Camelympics event, as they encourage drinking to the extent that students are incapable of rational socializing, in which other social events, such as karaoke, forms the lack of spirit further (I imagine ignorance by member of the community to the efforts of the dean leaders. The Board of Governors and House halls have been working on ways to Camelympics, and the attitude by students to ignore the event displays a sense of cluelessness, especially when the student body is increasing divisiveness in various aspects of how the College is operating.

A footnote should be made, however, noting the unwavering support a large portion the campus community shows towards sports teams. You will see the same students cheering on Camels game after game after game.

Nevertheless, many of these same students do not judge students’ social preferences, but as members of a larger community, one would hope that they could free themselves to judge one’s own beliefs. This utterly unacceptable.

Sincerely,
Conn Students for Bush and Conn College Republicans

Nevertheless, many of these same students do not judge students’ social preferences, but as members of a larger community, one would hope that they could free themselves to judge one’s own beliefs. This utterly unacceptable.

Sincerely,
Conn Students for Bush and Conn College Republicans

America's democracy is threatened by the current administration in Washington. The past three-to-a-half years has seen a steady shrinking of the trust and libraries on which our democracy depend for its life. Democracy depends on honesty. Following the last election, we were told that the administration would work to bring the country together; instead it has just divided us.

It is hard to democracies when an administration repeatedly brands as unpatriotic leaders, not only those with differing understandings, but also those with differing positions. Yet, with this administration in power, you can never be sure what is the true and what is the false.

Democracy depends on openness. Executive secrecy is a sin in the heart of democracy. While every government is obliged to protect the nation by keeping certain plans and documents from the public, the administration has turned our government into vast secret operation.

From policy, to the investigation of September 11, from the invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, the administration has chief executive to the investigation to resistant to investigating Ab during these times.

One does not only with differing understandings. Understandings not only in the issue with the issue itself. With this administration, you can never be sure what is the true and what is the false.

Democracy depends on leadership representing all. A democracy, however, has biologically performed the wealthy and the well-positioned. Recent tax cuts have benefited the non-senior class, women, while leaving the poorest without help. To oppose the law ignoring the many to have to lessen their wealth producing a monstrous deficit which will burden the future generation, is to fight the basic tenet of leadership. It is unjust, unequal and undemocratic.

We are responsible for democracy’s well-being. Please do your part to promote democracy by voting this November.

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Miller, ’06

Dear Editor,

Democracy depends on respect for contrary views. One system of government is designed to bring together people of different perspectives to develop the common good. It is the function of this democracy when an administration repeatedly brands as unpatriotic leaders, not only those with differing understandings, but also those with differing positions. Yet, with this administration in power, you can never be sure what is the true and what is the false.

Democracy depends on leadership representing all. A democracy, however, has biologically performed the wealthy and the well-positioned. Recent tax cuts have benefited the non-senior class, women, while leaving the poorest without help. To oppose the law ignoring the many to have to lessen their wealth producing a monstrous deficit which will burden the future generation, is to fight the basic tenet of leadership. It is unjust, unequal and undemocratic.

We are responsible for democracy’s well-being. Please do your part to promote democracy by voting this November.

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Miller, ’06

Dear Editor,

Amidst the recent controversy surrounding the draft, Conn College Republicans have decided to support this bill. This decision was made after much consideration of the issue, and we urge others to do the same. Conn College Republicans have always supported the idea of a strong military, but believe that the current draft plan is not in the best interest of students.

The new draft plan, which includes women, has been met with widespread opposition. Conn College Republicans support the idea of a strong military, but believe that the current plan is not in the best interest of students. Conn College Republicans have always supported the idea of a strong military, but believe that the current plan is not in the best interest of students.

Conn Students for Bush, 2004
Touching Fire Causes Burns

Once upon a time there was a hunter and a bear. The hunter was out hunting. The bear was out running. Both of them were in the woods, and the hunter saw the bear. The hunter was excited, but he didn't want to shoot the bear because he was afraid of getting hurt. He decided to go closer to see if he could get a better shot. The bear saw the hunter and ran away. The hunter missed the shot and was disappointed. He was annoyed with himself for missing the shot. The bear was happy that he wasn't shot.

Millitant Islam, a political and terrorism internets of Islam, continues to be a danger to free societies everywhere. It is a doctrine that classifies all non-Muslims as infidels and requires that Muslims must fight them until they either accept Islam or are exterminated. This extreme and fanatical view of Islam is advocated by many radical Islamic organizations, including al-Qaeda, Hamas, and Hezbollah. These organizations have used terrorism as a method of achieving their goals, including the spread of Islamic law and the destruction of non-Islamic states.

In conclusion, we must be vigilant in our efforts to combat terrorism and extremism. We must work together to promote understanding and peaceful coexistence between different cultures and religions. By doing so, we can help ensure a safer and more secure world for all.
... because Conn students know how to focus on 90.9 WCNI doesn’t mean it’s not the trendiest station on campus. Conn students are very particular about WCNI and feel very strongly about keeping it as the number one station on campus because they feel that it is an integral part of the student experience. The station that has been a huge fan base (mostly community members, but also students) for a long time is a huge asset to the station because it is a place where students can go to hang out.

The station is student-run and currently only 40% of the workers are college students. The rest of the shows are comprised of community members. Fortunately, this year there are about fifty people waiting to see them.

“Ross Morin, the WCNI college general manager said, “If you want to hear Top 40 stuff, go watch MTV. We find that college radio should be an outlet for the offbeat taste of college students, and any show that is currently getting to air is awesome.”

Unfortunately, most Conn students are unaware of just how easy it is to get on the air at the station. The station always has room for new DJs, so students should feel free to pick up a form and get involved at any time. The most obscure, favorite music could be heard anywhere, as long as you’re willing to put in the work. Ross Morin said it best, “We want to keep WCNI.”

Social Club: Wild Time at Cro 10/8
By Paul Dryden
American Eagle

“We rock cause we can! We rock cause we can’t rock at 10/8! We rock cause we can’t rock at 10/8! We rock because we wanna!”

These lines, from their song “Battered the Future”, are the title of their band. The band, from Washington, DC (this is the rainforest according to most rock music), has made quite a name for itself. The band has played at the Warped Tour, and they are coming to Conn in recent nights that was consistently blasted all over campus, and was a particular favorite amongst the students in recent years.

In order to get involved, students should feel free to pick up a form and get involved at any time.

The station always has room for new DJs, so students should feel free to pick up a form and get involved at any time. The most obscure, favorite music could be heard anywhere, as long as you’re willing to put in the work. Ross Morin said it best, “We want to keep WCNI.”

Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed
By Paul Dryden

The station is unrun and currently only 40% of the workers are college students. The rest of the shows are comprised of community members. Fortunately, this year there are about fifty people waiting to see them.

“Ross Morin, the WCNI college general manager said, “If you want to hear Top 40 stuff, go watch MTV. We find that college radio should be an outlet for the offbeat taste of college students, and any show that is currently getting to air is awesome.”

Unfortunately, most Conn students are unaware of just how easy it is to get on the air at the station. The station always has room for new DJs, so students should feel free to pick up a form and get involved at any time. The most obscure, favorite music could be heard anywhere, as long as you’re willing to put in the work. Ross Morin said it best, “We want to keep WCNI.”

Blondes take Manhattan
By Paul Dryden

Although life may seem perfect on the surface, in reality things are not always what they seem. For example, if you were to ask a random student what their favorite band is, they would likely say “The Beatles.” But if you were to ask them what their favorite band is, they would likely say “The Beatles.”

The band, called The Beatles, is a rock band from Liverpool, England. They were formed in the early 1960s and are considered one of the most influential bands of all time. The band consisted of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr.

The band’s first single, “Love Me Do,” was released in 1962 and became an instant hit. Since then, the band has released numerous albums and singles, and their music has become timeless. The band’s sound was characterized by high-energy, fast-paced rock and roll, and their songs often featured catchy hooks and memorable choruses.

The band has sold over 100 million albums worldwide, and their music has been recognized with numerous awards and honors. Today, the Beatles are considered one of the greatest bands of all time, and their influence can be heard in the music of countless artists who have come after them.
Wimbledon is a film that has a lot of good things going for it. With a production team that has put their heart and soul into the film, it's not hard to see why. Peter Colin plays the main character, a man who has had a contentious past with the Wimbledon Championship. Right from the start, he's not on everyone's side. Peter is a hard-working, upstanding citizen, with a British sense of humor (and accent) to boot. Kristen Dunst plays his usual quirky character, Lindsey Bracken, but she's trying her best for girl's roles because, I guess, she doesn't know how to do it. Daniel is apparently completely at ease talking back to the chair official after being called for a fault that she doesn't. She not only plays the part well, but she feels so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed Daniel's character name to Maria Sharapova. I was worried that the movie wouldn't successfully capture the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital technology of today, I left the theater thinking that perhaps Metro could take it to Roger Federer. The cinematography successfully captures the suspense and action of Wimbledon. The film confidently walks the fine line between a sports movie and a romantic comedy without any awkwardness. The returns between Peter and Lindsey does not take away from the sport scenes, in fact, it creates a nice balance.

Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a good film that all of it, is mediocre in one hour and a half. I cannot help but compliment any of today's cinematic endeavors that manage to successfully present and conclude a story in less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will satisfy romance comedy and sports movie lovers alike, some followers will hold a special place for it in their hearts. At a surface level, I was happy to see John McEnroe portray himself in the film, my favorite Wager was McEnroe commenting on the official's ball call, "If it were me, I would've kicked the chair official, but she's trying for girl's roles because, I guess, she doesn't know how to do it. Daniel is apparently completely at ease talking back to the chair official after being called for a fault that she doesn't. She not only plays the part well, but she feels so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed Daniel's character name to Maria Sharapova. I was worried that the movie wouldn't successfully capture the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital technology of today, I left the theater thinking that perhaps Metro could take it to Roger Federer. The cinematography successfully captures the suspense and action of Wimbledon. The film confidently walks the fine line between a sports movie and a romantic comedy without any awkwardness. The returns between Peter and Lindsey does not take away from the sport scenes, in fact, it creates a nice balance.

Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a good film that all of it, is mediocre in one hour and a half. I cannot help but compliment any of today's cinematic endeavors that manage to successfully present and conclude a story in less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will satisfy romance comedy and sports movie lovers alike, some followers will hold a special place for it in their hearts. At a surface level, I was happy to see John McEnroe portray himself in the film, my favorite Wager was McEnroe commenting on the official's ball call, "If it were me, I would've kicked the chair official, but she's trying for girl's roles because, I guess, she doesn't know how to do it. Daniel is apparently completely at ease talking back to the chair official after being called for a fault that she doesn't. She not only plays the part well, but she feels so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed Daniel's character name to Maria Sharapova. I was worried that the movie wouldn't successfully capture the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital technology of today, I left the theater thinking that perhaps Metro could take it to Roger Federer. The cinematography successfully captures the suspense and action of Wimbledon. The film confidently walks the fine line between a sports movie and a romantic comedy without any awkwardness. The returns between Peter and Lindsey does not take away from the sport scenes, in fact, it creates a nice balance.

Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a good film that all of it, is mediocre in one hour and a half. I cannot help but compliment any of today's cinematic endeavors that manage to successfully present and conclude a story in less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will satisfy romance comedy and sports movie lovers alike, some followers will hold a special place for it in their hearts. At a surface level, I was happy to see John McEnroe portray himself in the film, my favorite Wager was McEnroe commenting on the official's ball call, "If it were me, I would've kicked the chair official, but she's trying for girl's roles because, I guess, she doesn't know how to do it. Daniel is apparently completely at ease talking back to the chair official after being called for a fault that she doesn't. She not only plays the part well, but she feels so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed Daniel's character name to Maria Sharapova. I was worried that the movie wouldn't successfully capture the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital technology of today, I left the theater thinking that perhaps Metro could take it to Roger Federer. The cinematography successfully captures the suspense and action of Wimbledon. The film confidently walks the fine line between a sports movie and a romantic comedy without any awkwardness. The returns between Peter and Lindsey does not take away from the sport scenes, in fact, it creates a nice balance.

Wimbledon has all of the ingredients of a good film that all of it, is mediocre in one hour and a half. I cannot help but compliment any of today's cinematic endeavors that manage to successfully present and conclude a story in less than three hours. Although Wimbledon will satisfy romance comedy and sports movie lovers alike, some followers will hold a special place for it in their hearts. At a surface level, I was happy to see John McEnroe portray himself in the film, my favorite Wager was McEnroe commenting on the official's ball call, "If it were me, I would've kicked the chair official, but she's trying for girl's roles because, I guess, she doesn't know how to do it. Daniel is apparently completely at ease talking back to the chair official after being called for a fault that she doesn't. She not only plays the part well, but she feels so much like a tennis player, the producers might as well have changed Daniel's character name to Maria Sharapova. I was worried that the movie wouldn't successfully capture the grace and speed of tennis at the professional level, but thanks to the digital technology of today, I left the theater thinking that perhaps Metro could take it to Roger Federer. The cinematography successfully captures the suspense and action of Wimbledon. The film confidently walks the fine line between a sports movie and a romantic comedy without any awkwardness. The returns between Peter and Lindsey does not take away from the sport scenes, in fact, it creates a nice balance.
You’ve been waiting, and it’s finally here: your Dorm Guide 2004. On the next few pages you’ll find the latest info on every dorm on campus – maybe you’ll even learn something about where you live.

Emily Abbey House/River Ridge Apartments
Abbey est. 1939

Current Info:
- Population: 76 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $2198.37
- Governor (Abbey): Dan Griffith
- Governor (River Ridge): Gabe Bluestone
- Adoptees: Lizarad1e, Grant from Harris

Fun Facts:
- 38% artists, 20% students of color, 12% international, 30% hippies, 0% J.Crew
- Abbey house residents have highest GPA of all houses
- Abbey houses some of the oldest residential students
- the ten River Ridge apartments are quiet housing
- River Ridge Residents are the only residents allowed to use their balconies
- River Ridge is the closest residential house to the Thames

Housefellow: Emily Huebscher

"Abbey House is the cooperative dorm, which means that we cook and clean for ourselves. Each resident brings something unique to this home; we have musicians, dancers, scientists, chefs, activists, philosophers, and poets. The apartments at River Ridge each display the unique character of the students that make them their home. This year’s residents are talented artists, dedicated political activists, and star athletes."

360 Mohogan Ave./Earth House/Unity House
Unity est. 1928

Current Info:
- Population: 360 - 12 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: 49.34
- Governor: Andrea Rosenberger
- Senator: Andrea Rosenberger
- Adoptees: David Kim and Sarah Barr

Fun Facts:
- here, all residents have parking near their house

Housefellow: Mat Petrin

"E3U where the specialty is not just in the housing"

Jane Addams House
est. 1936

Current Info:
- Population: 110 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $2264.98
- Governor: Whitney Longworth
- Senator: Erika Berlinghof
- Adoptees: Dean Wallerson, Malcolm Chase

Fun Facts:
- We have a dining hall on the 1st floor, but we can’t eat there on the weekend.
- We used to have a bike room.
- We now have a monster quad that used to be a bike room.
- 4th floor has lots of girls (It’s an all female floor).
- We are connected to the dorm that has broken fire alarms that go off at anytime, generally when you are in the shower.

Housefellow: Tophie Grossman

"Don’t hate ‘cause we still got our common room"
Blackstone House

Current Info:
Population: 61 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $740.51
Governor: Nick Sullivan  Senator: Owen Kloster
Adoptees: Jon Barton, Eleni Mosher

Fun Facts:
- Built in 1914, one of the oldest dorms on campus
- 23 athletes including 5 dancers
- We are the closest dorm to the hooties at the campus safety gatehouse (we know you’re jealous!)
- We are a substance-free house, though not sober....BOO-YEAH!!!

Housefellow: Libby Kennedy

"We rack up our dorm damages sober....BOO-YEAH!!!"

Burdick House

Current Info:
Population: 115 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $1720.28
Governor: Sylvia Chen
Adoptees: Felicity Melillo and Tim Hansen

Fun Facts:
- Home to Coffee Grounds, open Sunday through Thursday
- Linked to Larrabee through the infamous tunnel
- Closest dorm to "all major food destinations" (aka Harris and Cox)
- Reigning silver medalist of Camelympics, coming back for the gold
- Currently fighting a well-organized infiltration of squirrels

Housefellow: Lindsey Andrews

"If you lived here, you'd be home by now."

Katharine Blunt House

Current Info:
Population: 81 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $535.44
Governor: Ellen Richardson
Adoptees: Harold Jul, Lori Balantic

Fun Facts:
- We have a large international population including students from Bulgaria, Mongolia, Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nepal
- The architecture studio is located in Burdick
- We get people visiting Smith wandering the halls of Burdick because they lost their way and don't know which dorm they are in or how to get out.
- Our newly remodeled bathrooms are so nice that residents from Smith come over for them.

Housefellow: Lizzie Fox

"Burdick is the shhhhhhhhhhhhh!"

Grannum House

Current Info:
Population: 81 residents
Dorm Damages Last Year: $841.20
Governor: Chris Bodnar
Adoptees: Gene Gallagher, Dane from Campus Safety

Fun Facts:
- 1st floor is all male
- 2nd floor is all female except for 1 male double (luckiest guys on earth?)
- Prime location midway between classes and Harris, and right across the road from the library.
- One of the first houses built on campus
- Originally had a large green outside the door where the road is now.

Housefellow: Dov Markowitz

"Like my daddy used to say: Location, location, location!"
**Dorm Guide 2004**

**Harrison Freeman House**
est. 1937

**Current Info:**
- Population: 114 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $1603.97
- Governor: Andrew McCullough
- Adoptees: Professor Gay, Violetto

**Fun Facts:**
- Basement and fourth floor are all girls
- First floor (minus the housefellow) are all boys
- Vegetarian cafeteria on the ground floor, however it is closed on the weekends

**Housefellow:** Katie Chisholm

"Live free...mani!"
or
"Everything is greener down South."

---

**Edith and Alice Hamilton House**
est. 1961

**Current Info:**
- Population: 98 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $778.78
- Governor: Scott Faber
- Adoptees: Patton, Tyrone

**Fun Facts:**
- Houses members from the Men's and Women's Hockey, Soccer, Basketball and Lacrosse teams
- Home to all of the cold blooded students on campus
- Has been mistaken for abstract art
- Citizens known to extend stays for multiple years
- Jail cell cinderblock walls had a honey feeling

**Housefellow:** Joel Malebranche

"If you don't like it here, then get the "bleep" out...and go buy us some space heaters."

---

**Mary Harkness House**
est. 1934

**Current Info:**
- Population: 108 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $4903.08
- Governor: Emma Haritos
- Adoptees: Suyang Ching, Dean Milestone

**Fun Facts:**
- Our front lawn is the varsity sport field.
- Our residence hall has the most windows broken by lacrosse balls.
- We have a chapel named after us (not to mention our own personal mansion and beach)
- They built a new path for us this summer so we don't have to walk in the mud by Winged Victory.

**Housefellow:** Jim Folger

"They first took our common room, then they took our small dining area, and when you don't think they could take anything else, they are gonna close our dining hall next semester. But it's ok, because we still have the best residence hall on campus."

---

**Knowlton House**
est. 1923

**Current Info:**
- Population: 54 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $624.07
- Governor: Ross Jordan
- Adoptees: Prof. Tian, Sgt. Patter

**Fun Facts:**
- Our dining hall has language tables; we speak at them
- Houses members from the Men's and Women's Hockey, Soccer, Basketball and Lacrosse teams
- Home to all of the cold blooded students on campus
- Has been mistaken for abstract art
- Citizens known to extend stays for multiple years
- Jail cell cinderblock walls had a honey feeling

**Housefellow:** Nikki Lew

"Come and eat in Knowlton! We have the best ice cream selection on campus!"
Allen B. Lambdin House

Current Info:
Population: 75 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $1499.65
Governor: Marissa Yarbrow
Adoptees: Teja Ganti, Wuyke

Fun Facts:
The Best Fishermen on Campus
The second floor is actually the first floor
"Group Art" Themed Apartment near Hamilton...come to their events
GAME ROOM
We own our own grill
Housefellow: Sarah Fleet

The 2004-2005 Lambdin community is: "Yo! Larrabee. We're bigger, stronger, and you just can't beat living here!"

Larrabee House

Current Info:
Population: 123 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $1712.25
Governor: Will Harper Senator: Chakaanetsa Zaranyika
Adoptees: Dean Kowal

Fun Facts:
- Biggest house on campus with the tallest Housefellow (almost 64').
- Lays claim to half of the tunnel, connected to K.B. (with the shortest Housefellow) on the other side.
- Larrabee green is the most central, and is great for almost everything - sun-bathing to snowmen, poster sales to (take over Cro) parties.
- Even financial aid prefers Larrabee.

Housefellow: Jacob Stebel

"Yo! Larrabee. We're bigger, stronger, and you just can't beat living here!"

S. Ralph Lazrus House/Warnshuis

Current Info:
Population: 42 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $346.45
Governor: Will Harper Senator: Chakaanetsa Zaranyika
Adoptee: Dean Kowal

Fun Facts:
- We are home to year round residents, international students, exchange students, transfer students, and the school vice president (and many other active college members).
- We represent six different countries (7).
- We have divorced ourselves from Team X (although we still have much love)
- Closest relations with dorm repair employees

Housefellow: Sarah Fleet

"Small rooms, big hearts"

Benjamin T. Marshall House

Current Info:
Population: 97 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $7592.56
Governor: Ali Colia Senator: Steve Leone
Adoptees: Prof Kamaied, Art and Dany from Harris

Fun Facts:
- We are the farthest from Cummings, but we can still go to meals in our PJs on the weekends...when it's snowing.
- Has one of the highest resident retention rates - You can't punch holes in our walls; they're cinderblocks.
- One of the most popular places for kegs...and campus safety

Housefellow: Sarah Fleet

"Don't knock it 'til you rock it"
DORM GUIDE 2004

Mary Foulke Morrison House

Current Info:
Population: 106 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $1995.09
Governor: Ianthe Hensman
Adoptees: Office Mike and Toni from the Snack Shop

Fun Facts:
Most likely to have a door propped (hopefully getting a new call box on the south door)
Best way to meet people in the dorm: burn your popcorn in one of our floor common rooms
Claim to Main Street East
Least amount of "gold" in the new plex
Best Senior Parking

Housefellow: Amanda Calkins

Everybody likes to get down in Mor-town

Plant House

Current Info:
Population: 68 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48
Governor: Kathleen Callaghan
Adoptee: Theresa Ammirati

Fun Facts:
Perfectly located in the middle of everything:
Provides a community that has the potential to become very close knit
All freshmen girls in the basement
the HP suite is situated right in the middle so that it's right in the middle of the community
rather than off to the side like many of the larger dorms
Very acoustically situated so that nothing is going on in the dorm that is undetectable

Housefellow: Jennifer Ludgin

"We have the view of the south dorms, the location of the central dorms, and are in close proximity to all the dining halls on campus...all without the out of control dorm damages of the big dorms. Now who says the best things don't come in smaller packages?"

Rosemary Park House

Current Info:
Population: 89 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $945.48
Governor: Larissa Vasquez
Adoptee: David Canton

Fun Facts:
Named after the 5th president of Conn
Will use "Park it here" as their Camelympics slogan 9 times out of 10
Most secluded alcoves in the new plex for those seeking complete privacy
Great parking for all ages

Housefellow: Linas Kristjanas

"If you've come to visit us, you're probably still trying to find you're way out"

Grace Smith House

Current Info:
Population: 73 residents  Dorm Damages Last Year: $134.56
Governor: Jeremy Moore
Senator: Erika Cohen

Fun Facts:
Smith dining hall is all the good of harris without the wait.
1st floor has the highest ceilings of any dorm except for Knowlton.
The top two floors, although sub-free, are louder than Windham, and KB
We lost our common room, but not our spirit!
Front phone is the most annoying frisbee golf hole on campus (to second floor residents, anyway)

Housefellow: Jesse Fink

"Half sub free, and still keepin' it gangster"
Windham House

Current Info:
- Population: 103 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $2454.46
- Governor: Joe Higgins
- Senator: AJ Hanson

Fun Facts:
- Has had the most number of kegs since the beginning of the year and kegs are presently reserved two weeks in advance.
- Winner of the 2002 Camelympics and is all set to win again!

House Fellow: Sarmad Asif

“No comment.”

Elizabeth C. Wright House

Current Info:
- Population: 77 residents
- Dorm Damages Last Year: $3254.50
- Governor: Laura Irizarry-Garcia

Fun Facts:
- Only Pits dorm with a sub-free floor
- The only dorm whose name lends itself to a plethora of possibilities for Camelympics apparel
- Extreme proximity to the MOBROC barn allows for consistent nighttime tunes and entertainment
- A variety of residents from Nepal to California!

House Fellow: Kristen Holzer

“There’s not truth, only interpretation.”

Nietzsche... But when you’re Wright, you’re Right!”

---

THIS MONDAY,
LEARN HOW YOU CAN LEAD THE MOVEMENT TO END EDUCATIONAL INEQUITY.

Monday, October 4, 8:00 pm • Cro’s Nest
with alumni guest speakers Trinity Broderick, ’02 and Gretchen Spear, ’02

Students In Low-Income Areas 7 Times Less Likely To Graduate From College Than High-Income Peers

OUR GENERATION MUST TAKE ON THIS ISSUE.

TEACHFORAMERICA
www.teachforamerica.org

For individuals of all academic majors and career interests. Full salary and benefits.
Camel Fun Page!

Top Ten Rejected Camelympics Events

10. Beirut
9. DDR (Dance Dance Revolution)
8. Cook-off using recycled hot-line food
7. Walk-off (Zoolander style)
6. Plex maze (get from Marshall to Hamilton without leaving the building)
5. Water-skiing on the Thames
4. Cock fight!
3. Skunk punting
2. College Voice typo search
1. The Synchronized collar pop

Think you have what it takes to write the Top Ten? E-mail your ideas to ccvoice@conncoll.edu and check the fun page to see if you made the cut.

For all you people who keep complaining that the camel close-up is too easy, try this one on for size, and no hint this week. Keep sending your guesses to ccvoice@conncoll.edu to see if you’ve got what it takes. Last week’s camel close-up was the cup holder in Harris. We got some responses, but none of them were funny enough to print.

Camel Curiosities

The diet of camels: Grasses, juicy plants, leaves, branches, grains and dates. If forced by hunger they will eat fish, flesh, skins and bones. They thrive on salty plants that are wholly rejected by other mammals. Camels are said to need halophytes in their diet and will lose weight if they are lacking.

Source: Toronto Zoo

Quoteable Camels

Senior: Anonymous
“Getting trashed and winning gold.”

Sophomore: Caeli Rubens
“I’m excited for dorm fashion.”

Junior: Anna Kaiper
“Camelympics is like, totally camel awesome!”

Freshman: Danny Keiser
“I can’t wait to see North Campus get obliterated.”

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more alteration.
Women's Tennis Continues Upswing

By YONI FREEMAN
MANAGING EDITOR
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Twenty-Playoff Predictions

OK, by the time you get around to reading this, the playoff predictions will probably be determined and my day is too busy to write. In any case, this is the day to bring them to you, especially since I know I'll be light off it. Currently there are 11 teams with postseason aspirations, 5 of them, as of now, are...

We can stay right, already having saved reser-
vations to go to the dance. It's been the year for base-
ball for a while now. But when we all look back, there should be patches with random iso-
lative negative moments. Among those special moments should be the Montreal Expos finally finding what appears to be a permanent home. At least to you Expos fans out there (that's three of you) where the Expos will be the Expos of San Diego.

As I write this through the regular season awards won't be given out until after the playoffs. I'll spare you the pain of hearing these names yet another year. The game isn't upon us and the regular season is nothing but a prelude to the games that really matter. If you're a St. Louis Cardinals fan, your amazing season, filled with excitement, will finally meet someone who roots for a small market team.

For now it's time for the big fin-

AL CY Young: Johan Sauaoa

2. If you're a St. Louis Cardinals fan, you are not going to be able to withstand the en-

ertainment you will receive from the Cardinals in the 2004 playoffs. He's done it before against the Colorado Rockies, Los Angeles Dodgers and Washington Nationals. With all of these circumstances in mind, one bodeswelled Dodgers fan finally hit a home run. His idea was to down the plate and let the game go into overtime against Wellesley.

Next week, the Cardinals will face the San Francisco Giants in the playoffs with some serious impli-

lications. Card wins a small, hotly contested game and the Giants will finally break the 2004 record.

If you thought watching Yonge-Ryan: Kim against the Dodgers in 2001 was bad fun, imagine watching Charlotte Dum in this year's playoffs. Better yet, imagine watching Harkness.

2. Any fans sitting down the left side line will find a fiery Tiger rally against the pennant winning Cardinals.

3. The only thing regional fans on this trip (Marshall perhaps?) will unproductively be enjoying will be the all catching big red left field playoff seat.

4. You're a St. Louis Cardinal's fan, your anxious waiting, filled with expectations, will be rewarded by the on-field action in any playoff game.
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